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Abstract—Random coding, along with various standard tech-
niques such as coded time-sharing, superposition coding, rate-
splitting and binning, are traditionally used in obtaining achiev-
able rate regions in multi-terminal information theory. Th e corre-
sponding error analysis relies heavily on the properties ofstrongly
joint typical sequences. In this work, we obtain an achievable
rate region for a general (i.e., arbitrary set of messages shared
amongst encoding nodes, which transmit to arbitrary decoding
nodes) memoryless networks without feedback/cooperationby
introducing a general framework and notation and carefully
generalizing the derivation of the error analysis. We show that
this general inner bound may be obtained from achain graph
representation of the encoding operations. This graph represen-
tation captures the statistical relationship among codewords and
allows to readily obtain the rate bounds that define the achievable
rate region. The proposed graph representation naturally leads
to the derivation of all the achievable schemes that can be
generated by combining classical random coding techniquesfor
any memoryless network used without feedback/cooperation.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Random coding was first introduced by Shannon in his
seminal 1948 paper [1] to prove the channel coding theorem.
In Shannon’s words:

The method of proving [capacity of a discrete chan-
nel with noise] is not by exhibiting a coding method
having the desired properties, but by showing that
such a code must exist in a certain group of codes.

In random coding, codewords are generated by drawing
symbols in an independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) fash-
ion from a prescribed distribution; the performance of the
ensemble of codes is analyzed and is a function of the block-
length, which is eventually taken to infinity. Thanks to the
i.i.d. symbols, and block-length which tends to infinity, itis
possible to derive the asymptotic performance of the ensemble
of codes using the properties of jointly typical sets. This
proof technique was originally developed for the point-to-
point channel but is easily extended to multi-user channelsby
introducing a dependency structure among codewords. Time-
sharing, rate-spitting, superposition coding, binning, Markov
encoding, compress and forward, decode and forward are some
of the strategies that have been developed for multi-terminal
channels using the random coding proof technique. Given
that all achievability schemes tend to use a combination of
“standard” techniques applied in different fashions (leading to
different dependencies amongst codewords), one might expect
to be able to derive a general achievability scheme for a large

class of networks. Kramer [2] and El Gamal [3] have identified
the key bounding techniques, called “covering lemma” and
“packing lemma” [3], for bounding the error events of random
codes. By building upon these results, we define a formal
representation and a standard notation for a general achievable
scheme as well as the derivation of the achievable region.
Our ultimate goal is define a form of “automatic rate region
generator” which outputs the best known random coding
achievable rate region for any channel of choice.

A. Main Contributions

In this paper:

1) We propose a novelchain graph representation for
encoding schemes based on standard random coding
techniques. This representation is for a general,
single-hop, memoryless multi-terminal network used
without feedback/cooperation where the number of
transmitters and receivers, as well as the set of
messages amongst transmitters, is arbitrary.This
new formalism provides a clear and unified framework
to represent achievability schemes based on random
coding arguments; it includes and generalized all known
achievable schemes for the class of networks considered.

2) We derive the achievable rate region based on
of the proposed chain graph representation The
proposed chain graph representation naturally leads to
an algorithm that automatically outputs the achievable
rate region for any channel in the class of networks
considered.

B. Paper Organization

Section II presents the class of networks considered in this
work and revises the standard random coding techniques that
are employed in the literature to derive achievable scheme.
Section III introduces the novelchain graph representation
of the encoding operations. Section IV describes the code-
book generation, encoding and decoding procedures. Sec-
tion V derives the rate bounds that define the achievable
rate region based on the proposedchain graphrepresentation.
Section VIII concludes the paper.
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II. CHANNEL MODEL AND RANDOM CODING

TECHNIQUES FORACHIEVABILITY

A. Notation

In order to designate arbitrary subsets of transmitter and
receiver nodes we use the following notation:

Si , { k, k ∈ i} , ∀ i ⊂
[
1 . . . 2max{NRX,NTX}

]
(1)

i.e. is a set containing a specific subset of encoder or decoders.
To compactly index the messages from certain transmitting
nodes to other receiving nodes, we introduce the notation

Si , {(j, k) ∈ i} , ∀ i ⊂
[
1 . . . 2NRX

]
×
[
1 . . . 2NTX

]
(2)

We adopt the following conventions for superscripts and
subscripts:
• index k/z: transmitters/receivers and channel in-

puts/outputs
• index i/j: subsetSi/Sj of transmitters/receivers. We will

also usel/m andv/t.

B. Network Model

We consider a multi-terminal network whereNTX transmit-
ting nodes want to communicate withNRX receiving nodes.
A given node may only be a transmitting or a receiving node
(and may not alternate between them), that is, the network is
single-hop and it is used without feedback/cooperation. The
transmitting nodek, k ∈ [1 : NTX], inputsXk to the channel,
while the receiving nodez, z ∈ [1 : NRX], has access to the
channel outputYz. The channel transition probability is indi-
cated withPY1,...,YNRX

|X1,...,XNTX
. The channel is assumed to

be memoryless.
The subset of transmitting nodesSi, i ∈ [1 : 2NTX − 1],

is interested in sending the messageWi�j to the subset of
receiving nodesSj , j ∈ [1 : 2NRX − 1]. The total number
of messages is(2NTX − 1)(2NRX − 1) and included all form
of “degraded message sets”/cognition. The messageWi�j ,
(i, j) ∈ [1 : 2NTX−1]×[1 : 2NRX−1], is uniformly distributed
on the interval[0 : 2NRi�j − 1], whereN is the block-length
andRi�j the transmission rate. The outcome of the Random
Variable (RV)Wi�j is denoted withwi�j and the set of all
messages is denoted byw = [w1�1, . . . , w2NTX−1�2NRX−1]

T .
A rate vectorR = [R1�1, . . . , R2NTX−1�2NRX−1]

T is said to
be achievable if there exists a sequence of encoding functions

XN
k = XN

k

({
Wi�j , (i, j) ∈ [1 : 2NTX − 1]× [1 : 2NRX − 1] :

k ∈ Si

})
, ∀ k ∈ Si

and a sequence of decoding functions

Ŵ z
i�j = Ŵ z

i�j

(
Y N
z

)
if z ∈ Sj ,

for all (i, j) ∈ [1 : 2NTX − 1]× [1 : 2NRX − 1] such that

lim
N→∞

max
i,j,z

P

[
Ŵ z

i�j 6= W z
i�j

]
= 0.

The capacity regionC is the convex closure of the region of
all achievable rates in the vectorR-pairs .

C(R) denotes the capacity region restricted to the plane
R = Ri1,j1 × Ri2,j2×, . . . ,. This corresponds to the capacity
region of a sub-channel where some of the ratesRi�j have
been set to zero. Fig. 1 shows the channel model considered
in this work.

Fig. 1. The general cognitive multi-terminal network.

All memoryless single-hop networks used without feed-
back/cooperation are included in the class of networks con-
sidered in this networks, such as the Multiple Access Channel
(MAC) [4], [5], the Broadcast Channel (BC) [6], [7], [8], the
InterFerence Channel (IFC) [9], [10], [11], the Cognitive IFC
(CIFC) [12], [13], [14], [15].

C. Example: the interference channel with two sources and
two destinations

Fig. 2. The general IFC with the most general set of messages amongst
transmitters.

An example of the channel included in the class of networks
described in Section II is the IFC with two transmitters and two
receivers in Fig. 2. The messages to be transmitted between
transmitters and receivers are listed in Table I. Table II lists all
the classical information theoretical models that are subcases
of the general IFC.

D. Random Coding Techniques for Achievability

We revise here standard random coding techniques used
in the literature for achievability in single-hop networksused
without feedback/cooperation.
• Coded Time Sharingconsists of using different transmis-

sion strategies at different time instants [11] and allows one to
achieve the convex closure of the set of achievable points. Let
q denote an instance of the time-sharing RVQ with alphabet



TABLE I
THE MESSAGES FOR A GENERALIFC.

from Tx1 from Tx2 from both Tx’s
to Rx1 W1�1 W2�1 W{1,2}�1

to Rx2 W1�2 W2�2 W{1,2}�2

to both Rx’s W1�{1,2} W2�{1,2} W{1,2}�{1,2}

TABLE II
SPECIFIC SUBCASES OF THE GENERAL INTERFERENCE CHANNEL

subcase channel model
C (R1�1) point-to-point
C
(

R1�1, R2�1, R{1,2}�1

)

MAC with common message
C
(

R1�1, R1�2, R1�{1,2}

)

BC with common message
C
(

R1�1, R2�2, R{1,2}�{1,2}

)

IFC with common message
C
(

R1�1, R{1,2}�2

)

CIFC
C
(

R1�1, R{1,2}�{1,2}

)

CIFC with degraded message set
C
(

R1�{1,2}, R2�{1,2}

)

compound MAC

Q andRq denote the rate achievable under the strategyq. The
achievable rate with time-sharing is

R =
∑

q∈Q

P[Q = q]Rq.

• Rate Splitting corresponds to a scheme where a message
is split in different sub-messages that are then encoded and
decoded separately which make it possible to apply different
encoding techniques for each sub-message [11]. The message
Wi�j can be split in a sequence of sub-messagesW

[i�j]
l�m for

every(l,m) such that

Sj ⊂ Sm andSi ⊃ Sl.

That is, W [i�j]
l�m is encoded by a smaller number of en-

coders and decoded by a larger set of decoders. The sub-
messagesW [i�j]

l�m are uniformly distributed over the interval

[0 : 2NR
[i�j]
l�m − 1] so that

R′i�j =
∑

(l,m)

R
[i�j]
l�m =

∑

(l,m)

γ
[i�j]
l�m Ri�j

for

γ
[i�j]
l�m =

R
[i�j]
l�m

Ri�j

∑

(l,m)

γ
[i�j]
l�m = 1. (3)

Rate-splitting effectively transforms the problem of achiev-
ing a rate vectorR into the problem of achieving the rate
vectorR′ where

R′l�m =
∑

(i,j)

R
[i�j]
l�m =

∑

(i,j)

γ
[i�j]
l�m Ri�j , (4a)

R
′ = ΓR, (4b)

and where the element in position(i, j)× (l,m) of the matrix
Γ is the coefficientγ[i�j]

l�m in (3). Rate-splitting is useful in the
cases where it allows to increase the number of messages in
the channel, thus effectively increasing the viable transmission
strategies.
• Superposition Coding can be intuitively thought of as

stacking codewords on top of each other [6]. The “bottom”

codewords are decoded first and stripped from the received
signal so to reduce the interference when decoding the “top”
codewords. LetUi�j be the RV with distributionPUi�j

carrying the messageW ′i�j obtained through the rate-splitting
matrix Γ: when the RVUi�j is superposed to the RVUl�m,
the former may depend on the latter, that isUi�j may be
generated according any distributionPUi�j |Ul�m

. By introduc-
ing dependency among the codewords, superposition coding
increases the error performance of the code. To see this, notice
that the incorrect decoding of any of two messages relates
to an incorrect joint distribution among the corresponding
codewords. If the two messages where encoded in indepen-
dent codewords, the joint distribution among them would not
change with a decoding error. Superposition of one RVUi�j

over another RVUl�m can be performed when the following
two conditions hold:
• Sl ⊂ Si: that is the bottom message is encoded by a

larger set of encoders than the top message.
• Sm ⊂ Sj : that is the bottom message is decoded by a

larger set of decoders than the top message.
If Ui�j is superposed toUl�m andUv�t is superposed to

Ul�m, than Ui�j is also superposed toUv�t. Similarly, if
Ui�j is superposed toUl�m, then the reverse cannot hold. The
binary relation“A is superposed to B”therefore establishes a
partial ordering amongst the encoding RVs denoted byA>B.
• Binning sometimes referred to as Gel’fand-Pinsker cod-

ing [16], allows a transmitter to “pre-cancel” (portions of) the
interference known to be experienced at a receiver. When the
encoding RVUi�j in binned againstUl�m, Ui�j is generated
independently fromUl�m but chosen so to look as if generated
according to the distributionPUi�j |Ul�m

. In order to find a
codeword that appears to have the desired marginal distribu-
tion, it is necessary to produce more codewords than2NRi�j

and the number of excess codewords depends on the joint
distributionPUi�j ,Ul�m

. As for superposition coding, binning
introduces correlation between two decoding errors but only
if a receiver decodes both messages. When this is not the
case, binning is effective in increasing the error performance
of the code by introducing a dependency between the desired
codeword,Ui�j , and the interfering one,Ul�m. With the
appropriate choice of conditional distribution, the encoder can
reduce the effect of the interference at the intended decoder.
The RVUi�j can be binned against the RVUl�m when
• Si ⊂ Sl: that is the binning RV must have knowledge of

the interfering RV
Note thatUi�j can be binned againstUi,m and vice-versa,
regardless of the value ofj andm. This is commonly referred
to as “joint binning” [17]. The relationship“A can be binned
against B” is transitive and symmetric for the RV known at the
same set of decoders. In the following “binningUi�j against
the RVUl�m” is indicated asUi�j ⋖ Ul�m.

By combining these four encoding techniques one can
design an achievability scheme with specific characteristics.
Although the code design detailed above is fully general, some
coding choices result in an ill defined construction. Consider



for instance the code

U1�1 ⋖ U1�2 ⋖ U1�{1,2} ⋖ U1�1.

In this case it is not possible to define a joint probability dis-
tribution for U1,1, U1,2, U14 because of the cyclic dependency
between the RVs. We address this issue in the next section.

III. A G RAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OFACHIEVABILITY

SCHEMES

The elements included in the random coding construction
of Section II-D may be compactly represented using the
following graphG(V,E):
• every vertexv ∈ V of the G is associated to a RVUi�j

carrying the messagew′i�j at rateR′i�j obtained through
the rate-splittingΓ from rate vectorR as in (3),

• the vertexUi�j is connected withUl�m by a directed
edge of typeS (for superposition), if Ui�j<Ul�m (solid
line).

• the vertexUi�j is connected withUl�m by a directed
edge of typeB (for binning), if Ui�j ⋖ Ul�m (dotted
line).

Since< is a transitive relationship, it is convenient to omit
the edges of typeS that are implied by transitivity. The time-
sharing RVQ is not represented in this graph as it is assumed
that each RV is generated according to a marginal distribution
that depends onQ; the overall region may then be composed
of a time-sharing of the regions obtained by the marginal
distributions.

The graph representation of the achievable scheme is par-
ticularly useful in deriving the joint distribution of the coding
RVs Ui�j . When trying to determine this distribution, super-
position coding and binning effectively result in allowingfor
any joint distribution among the connected RVs.

Graphs representing conditional dependencies among RVs
have been extensively studied in the literature [18] and we
can utilize such results to determine the joint distribution of
the RVsUi�j . That is, if the achievable scheme employs only
superposition coding,G is an Acyclic DiGraph (ADG) since
theS relationship is transitive and anti-symmetric. In an ADG
the joint distribution of the RVs is obtained as

P{Ui�j , ∀ (i,j)} =
∏

(i,j)

PUi�j | {Ul�m, Ui�j<Ul�m}

If the edgesB edges are all directed, then the corresponding
graph is still an ADG. IfG possesses only undirected edges
,obtained both either two edges of typeB or one of typeB and
one edge of type andS, then it is possible to obtain a (non-
unique) joint distribution if the graph ischordal, i.e. if every
cycle of lengthn > 3 has achord– two non consecutive edges
that are neighbors [18]. For the most general case, a necessary
condition to obtain a fully joint probability distributionis
for the graph to be achain graph, or a mixed graph – a
graph with both directed and undirected nodes that containsno
directed cycles. A more detailed discussion of the conditions
under which the graph representation of an achievable scheme
defines a joint probability distribution can be found in [19].

In the following we will assume that all the chain com-
ponents of the graphG are complete. That is, ifUi�j and
Ui,m are connected by an undirected edge andUi,m andUi,t

are also connected by an undirected edge, thenUi�j andUi,t

are as well. Under this condition the graph representation of
the achievable scheme is Markov equivalent to an ADG [18]
obtained by choosing the proper orientation of the undirected
edges in the original graph. A modified Maximum Cardinality
Search (MCS) algorithm can be used to efficiently construct
a Markov equivalent ADG from a decomposable chain graph
G [18]. Since undirected edges are generated byB edges, it is
possible to determine a smaller set of edges,B-, so that the
graph that hasB- andS is an ADG. The joint distribution can
then be written as

P{Ui�j∀(i,j)} =
∏

(i,j)

PUi�j |{Ul�m, Ui�j<Ul�m or Ui�j
←−
⋖Ul�m}

(5)

where←−⋖ represents the edges inB- and are indicated with a
dashed line.

A. An example of our graphical representation: the CIFC

We now consider the CIFC, the subcaseC(R1,1, R3,2)
from Section II-C to illustrate the coding procedure and
the construction of the graph representing the achievability
scheme.

The messagew11 in rate-split into w′1,1, w
′
1,3 and the

messagew3,2 into w′3,2, w
′
2,2, w

′
1,2 and w′3,3, i.e. R′ = ΓR

for



R′1�1

R′1�2

R′1�{1,2}

R′2�2

R′{1,2}�2

R′{1,2}�{1,2}



=




γ
[1�1]
1�1 0

γ
[1�1]
1�2 γ

[{1,2}�2]
1�2

γ
[1�1]
1�{1,2} 0

0 γ
[{1,2}�2]
{1,2}�2

0 γ
[{1,2}�2]
{1,2}�{1,2}



·

[
R1�1

R{1,2}�2

]

Superposition may be performed as long as

U{1,2}�2<U{1,2}�{1,2}, (6a)

U2�2<U{1,2}�2, (6b)

U1�2<U{1,2}�2, (6c)

U1�1<U1�{1,2}, (6d)

and binning may be performed as long as

U1�{1,2}⋖U{1,2}�2, (7a)

U1�1⋖U{1,2}�2, (7b)

U1�1⋖U1�2 ⋖ U1�2 ⋖ U1�1. (7c)

An achievability scheme may be obtained from any feasible
combination of these encoding steps. We consider the achiev-
able scheme obtained by combining all these steps but the
U1�1⋖U1�{1,2} andU1�2⋖U1�{1,2} in order to avoid cycles.
The resulting achievability scheme results in a more general
scheme that the scheme of [14] which contains the largest
known achievable rate region for the CIFC and achieves the



Fig. 3. The graph representation of an achievable scheme in Section III-A
for the CIFC.

outer bound for all the channel conditions for which capacity
is known. The scheme we propose here has one RV more than
the scheme in [14] –U2,2. This RV carries a private message
between transmitter 2 and receiver 2 that is not known at the
cognitive encoder. The graph corresponding to the proposed
achievability scheme has one undirected edge. By choosing
a direction for this edge we obtain a ADG that is Markov
equivalent to the original graph; in this case both directions
are can be selected . The joint probability distribution of this
graph is

PU{1,2}�{1,2},U{1,2}�2,U1�{1,2},U1�1,U1�2,U2�2 =

PU{1,2}�{1,2}
PU{1,2}�2|U{1,2}�{1,2}

PU1�{1,2}|U2�2,U{1,2}�{1,2}
PU2�2|U{1,2}�2�U{1,2}�{1,2}

PU1�2|U1�{1,2}�U{1,2}�2�U{1,2}�{1,2}

PU1�1|U1�2�U{1,2}�2�U1�{1,2}�U{1,2}�{1,2}
.

The graph representation of this region in Fig. 3: the solid
line represent theS edges, the dashed lines theB edges and
the dotted lines indicate the direction inB- to be associated
with the undirected edges. The solid edges that are implied by
the transitivity of the< have been omitted from the plot. The
blue,rhomboidal nodes carry a rate-split of thew1,1 message
while the green, square ones of the messagew3,2.

IV. CODE-BOOK GENERATION, ENCODING AND

DECODING PROCEDURES

We now outline the code-book generation, encoding, and de-
coding operations at each node. The codewords are generated
by drawing i.i.d. symbols according to the joint distribution
associated with theS edges ofG. They are furthermore chosen
so as to appear as if generated according to the distribution
associated with edgesS and B-. Finally the channel inputs
are produced as function of the codewords known at each
transmitter. At each receiver, the decoder looks for a set of
codewords that possesses the correct conditional distribution
given the received channel outputs. The conditions under
which encoding and decoding errors vanish as the block-length
goes to infinity are determined in the next sections.

A. Code-book generation

Given a specific coding strategy, specified by a rate-splitting
matrix Γ and a chain graph, each messagew′i�j is encoded
by 2NLi�j codewordsUN

i�j , with

Li�j = R′i�j +
∑

(l,m) :
Ui�j ⋖ Ul�m

R
[l�m]
i�j +

∑

(l, m) :
Ui�j<Ul�m

Ll�m,

(8)

with i.i.d. symbols drawn according to the distribution
PUi�j |{Ul�m, Ul�m<Ui�j} to achieve the joint distribution

P(code−book) =
∏

(i,j)

PUi�j |{Ul�m: Ul�m<Ui�j} (9)

among the codewords. The codewords are placed in(2NTX −

2)(2NRX − 2) bins, indexed byb[l�m]
i�j . The size of the bin

b
[l�m]
i�j is determined by the relationship betweenUi�j and
Ul�m:
• b

[l�m]
i�j indices the encoded messagew′i�j and the size of

the bin isR′i�j ,

• if Ui�j<Ul�m, b[l�m]
i�j is the superposition coding index

and the size of the bin isLl�m,
• if Ui�j ⋖Ul�m, b[l�m]

i�j is the binning index and the size

of the bin isR[l�m]
i�j ,

• if Ui�j andUl�m are not connected, then the size of the
bin b

[l�m]
i�j is zero.

B. Encoding procedure

In the encoding procedure the bin indicesb[l�m]
i�j of the

codewordsUN
i�j are jointly chosen so that the codewords

appear to have been generated with i.i.d. symbols drawn from
the distribution

P(encoding) =
∏

(i,j)

PUi�j |{Ul�m, Ui�j<Ul�m or Ui�j
←−
⋖Ul�m}

= (5)

(10)

instead of the code-book distribution (9). We may find such
jointly typical codewords if the number of binsb[l�m]

i�j is
sufficiently large.

Finally, nodek’s encoder produces the channel inputXN
k

as a deterministic function of its code-book(s), i.e.

XN
k = XN

k

(
{UN

i�j , ∀(i, j) : k ∈ Si�j}
)
.

In [19] we have shown that there is no loss of generality
in consideringXN

k to be a deterministic function of the
codewordsUN

i�j instead of a RV.

C. Decoding procedure

To decode the transmitted messages, each receiverz looks
for a set of bin indicesb[l�m]

i�j for z ∈ Sj , such that the
set {Y N

z , {UN
i�j : z ∈ Sj}} looks as if generated i.i.d.

according to the distributionPYz ,{Ui�j : z∈Sj} An error is
committed if any of the receivers decodes (at least) a bin index
incorrectly. Note that the decoders, although interested only
in the decoding of the messagesw′i�j , are decoding all the



indices b[l�m]
i�j that index the codewordUN

i�j . The decoding

of the bin indices other thanb[l�m]
i�j = w′i�j reduces the

probability of error as it requires the decoded messages to
be distributed according to the joint imposed by the encoding
procedure.

V. DERIVATION OF THE RATE BOUNDS

In this section we derive the achievable rate region of the
proposed inner bound by using properties of jointly typical
sequences. As the codewords are generated by symbols drawn
i.i.d. from the appropriate distributions, their empirical dis-
tribution asN → ∞ approaches the true generating one.
This enables one to bound the probability of encountering
codewords that appear to be generated according to a different
distribution than the true generating distribution. In particular
we make use of two general bounds:

• Mutual covering lemma [20], [3] bounds the minimum
number of independent i.i.d. sequencesUN

i�j , U
N
l�m that

need to be generated in order to find two that look as if
generated according to a joint distributionPN

Ui�j ,Ul�m
,

• Packing lemma [10], [3] bounds the maximum number
of independent sequencesUN

i�j , U
N
l�m that may be gener-

ated so that no two of them look as if generated according
to a joint distributionPN

Ui�j ,Ul�m
.

Both bound are based on standard properties of jointly typical
sequences [21] and are common tools used to derive achievable
rate regions: our contribution lies in the generalization of the
error analysis corresponding to our encoding and decoding
scheme. Without loss of generality, the error analysis may be
bounded as

P[error] ≤
P[encodingNOT successful]

+P[decodingNOT successful|encoding IS successful].

In the following sections we provide bounds on the ratesLi�j

andR[l�m]
i�j such that the probability of encoding and decoding

error vanishes asN →∞.

VI. ENCODING ERRORS

For the probability of encoding error to vanish as the
block-length increases it is necessary to choose large enough
binning ratesR[l�m]

i�j so that it is possible to jointly find a set

of bin indicesb[l�m]
i�j for which the codewordUi�j appears

generated according to the conditional distribution in (10)
although generated according to the conditional distribution
in (9). The encoding error probability then depends on all
the possible combinations in which an encoding error may
be committed, that is on all the possible ways of failing to
find the appropriate bin indices or, equivalently, jointly typical
codewords. We index the encoding errors using the notation in
(2) and definingUi�j(Sii�j

) to be the RVUi�j that possess
the joint distributionPUi�j ,Ul�m

in (10) for all (l,m) ∈ Sii�j
.

The elements inSii�j
correspond to the bin indexes of the

codewordUN
i�j that can be successfully chosen in the encoding

procedure. Among all the combination of encoding errors, the

index b
[l�m]
i�j whereUi�j<Ul�m can always be successfully

be determined since the codewords are generated according to
the desired marginal distribution; the same is true whenUi�j

andUl�m are not connected. Alsob[i�j]
i�j = w′i�j by definition.

For these reasons we only need to consider the cases where

Sii�j
: (i, j) ∈ Sii�j

, (l,m) ∈ Sii�j

∀ (l,m) : Ui�j<Ul�m or Ui�j 6 ⋖Ul�m. (11)

where6 ⋖ indicates the RVs are not connected. We also expect
the rate bounds to depend on the quantity in (12) which
intuitively measures the distance between the distributions
used to generate the code-books and those seen after encoding.

Theorem VI.1. Encoding errors: the encoding procedure is
successful with high probability asN →∞ if

∑

i�j




∑

(l,m)/∈S
ii�j

R
[l�m]
i�j + IS

ii�j


 ≥ I

(encoding)
(code−book) (13)

for

IS
ii�j

,

I
(
Ui�j ; {Ul�m, Ui�j

←−
⋖Ul�m, (l,m) /∈ Sii�j

}|

{Ul�m, Ui�j<Ul�m}∪

{Ul�m, Ui�j
←−
⋖Ul�m , (l,m) ∈ Sii�j

}
)

(14)

for all Sii�j
for which (11) holds and such that

{Ui�j(Sii�j
) 6⊥ Ul�m(Si(l,m)

)|

{Uv�t(Si(v,t)) : (v, t) 6= (i, j), (v, t) 6= (l,m)}}, (15)

where⊥ indicates the independence among RVs.

Proof: The detailed proof is provided in [19]. Here we
provide an intuitive interpretation of the result.Si is the set
of all the possible errors in the finding the bins that impose
the desired conditional distribution. The condition in (12)
determines the general distance between the distribution of
codewords in the code-book and the encoding distribution. The
termsSii�j

contains the set of all the bin index associated with
Ui�j⋖Ul�m that can be correctly determined. We may reduce
the number of possible encoding error events by noticing that
if Ui�j⋖Ul�m but the two RVs are conditionally independent
in a specific error event, then the probability of this error event
is dominated by the event where at least one bin index correct
b
[l�m]
i�j and b

[i�j]
l�m and where the two RV are conditionally

dependent.

VII. D ECODING ERRORS

The analysis of the decoding errors is similar to the
encoding counterpart in that we need to consider all the
possible decoding error events. Each decoderz is decoding
the messagesw′i�j , j ∈ Sj , so, for a fixedz we need to
consider all the combinations

Sii�j
: z ∈ Sj .



E

[
log

P(encoding)

P(code−book)

]
=

∑

(i,j)

I(Ui�j ; {Ul�m, Ui�j
←−
⋖Ul�m}|{Ul�m, Ui�j<Ul�m}) , I

(encoding)
(code−book) (12)

If Ui�j is superposed or binned againstUl�m that has been
incorrectly decoded, then the decoding ofUi�j will fail with
high probability as well. For this reason we only need to
consider the combinations for which

Sii�j
: (l,m) ∈ Sii�j

=⇒ (v, t) ∈ Sii�j
,

∀ (v, t) : Ui�j<Uv�t or Ui�j ⋖ Uv�t (16)

Theorem VII.1. Decoding errors: if the following condition
holds,

∑

(i,j) 6∈ S
ii�j

(
Li�j − IS

ii�j

)
≤

I
(
Yz ; {Ui�j, (i, j) 6∈ Si}|{Ul�m, (l,m) ∈ Si}

)
(17)

for IS
ii�j

defined in(14), for all z ∈ Sj and for allSii�j
for

which (16) holds, decoding is successful with high probability.

Proof: Again we provide only an intuitive argument and
provide the full details in [19]. As in the encoding error
analysis of Th. VI.1, the termIS

ii�j

accounts for the joint

distribution among the codewords that have been incorrectly
decoded. Intuitively, the more dependency is imposed among
the codewords, the less likely the decoder is to decode the
incorrect codeword. The RHS of (17) is the measure of the
amount of information about the incorrectly decoded RVs
contained in the channel outputz given the correctly decoded
RVs.

Theorem VII.2. Achievable region A rate vector R is
achievable for a channel in Section II if there exists a rate-
splitting matrixΓ and an achievable scheme such that(13),
(17) and (8) are satisfied for some choice ofUi�j according
to the distribution(5).

Th. VII.2 defines the conditions under which a certain rate
point is achievable by imposing that the rate bounds of Th.
VI.1 and Th. VII.1 are not violated.

VIII. C ONCLUSION

In this paper we present a new general achievable rate
region valid for a general class of multi-terminal networks.
This achievable scheme employs rate-splitting, superposition
coding and binning and generalizes a number of inner bounds
and techniques that have been proposed in the literature.
This achievable scheme may be represented using a graphical
representation that allows for a quick comparison between
transmission strategies and a simplified derivation of the re-
sulting achievable rate region. This paper attempts to establish
a general tool to derive achievable rate regions for multi-
terminal networks which contain all standard random coding

techniques. A subject of ongoing research is whether there ex-
ists a combination of encoding strategies that yields the largest
achievable region among all possible transmission strategies
(within the proposed framework). It is commonly believed
that superposition coding enlarges the achievable rate region
relative to code-books derived from conditionally independent
codewords. The same conjecture holds for binning but is less
clear that this is the case when considering the union over
all the possible distribution of the binning RVs. We believe
that the general formulation for achievability schemes and
corresponding regions proposed here is a power tool to answer
resolve these conjecture, with the ultimate goal of determining
optimal coding strategies for general channels.
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